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PG 9

REMOTE
INSPIRATION

Design aesthetically pleasing and

site-integrated hotels.

Strive for resilient structures.
Blur the boundary between object and
setting.
Provide shelter in harsh conditions.

APPLICATION

Design weather resistant lodging facilities
amid rugged terrain.
Promote tourism in remote locations by
providing sustainable shelters.
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REMOTE
VERNACULAR
Hotels are beginning to pop up along mountain
ranges that are frequented by hikers and
climbers. These facilities not only provide
shelter from harsh weather conditions, but
allow comfortable lodging in remote locations.

Norwegian studio Jarmund/Vigsnæs Arkitekter
has designed the self-service Rabot Cabin
for hikers in Norway’s Okstindan mountain
range. The cabin is part of a network of
lodges provided by the Norwegian Trekking
Association, and occupies a mountain site that is
only accessible by foot or on skis. Its sleek and
simple diagonal shape is positioned in such a way
to resist heavy wind and snow, while the two
chimneys mimic the topography of the nearby
mountaintops. Locally cut, thick timber boards
clad the exterior, therefore blending the cabin
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with the surrounding landscape.
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REMOTE
PREFABRICATED
From secluded islands to rugged mountain
ranges, “uninhabitable” environments around
the globe are starting to become thriving
tourist destinations.

Boasting incredible panoramic views , the ecohotel LEAPrus 3912 is located at an altitude
of 4,000 metres set on the southern side of
Mount Elbrus in Russia - the highest peak in
Europe. It is comprised of three fiberglass tubes,
all of which were airlifted via helicopter onto
the site. The hotel is completely self-sufficient,
with sleeping quarters for 46, a kitchen &
restaurant area, and separate accommodation
for the staff. In terms of sustainability, a photovoltaic film incorporated into the exterior shell
generates energy, while melting snow is used
for the water supply.
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INSPIRATION

Connect to a region’s local vegetation.
Convey rhythm and repetition in facade
details.
A renewed interest in

Texture.

Combine historical and physical contexts
with design concept.

APPLICATION

Incorporate materials found on site into hotel
design.
Design hotels with sustainable, eco-friendly
exterior facade treatments.
IMAGE COURTESY OF KJELLGREN KAMINSKY ARCHITECTURE
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MATERIALITY

SPRUCE
Hotels designers are beginning to incorporate
local materials into façade design, allowing
the structure to not only blend into the
surrounding environment, but create a unique
character to the building.

The Öijared hotel, located in Sweden and
designed by Kjellgren Kaminsky Architecture,
incorporates strips of timber from the
surrounding forest to cover the exterior.
The hotel merges perfectly with the native
landscape, with the red painted surface beneath
the multi-textured spruce allowing the
structure to recede into the background. In
order to minimize the impact on the land, the
structure is raised slightly above the ground
on short stilts, allowing trees to grow up
close to the building.
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MATERIALITY

CORK
Utilizing local materials in hotel not only
provides a natural design aesthetic but allows
for eco-friendly construction and maximum
energy efficiency.

Ecork, a hotel located in Évora , Portugal,
consists of a spa , health club , gym, restaurant,
56 bungalows, and claims to be the first
“cork clad” hotel in the world. Built within
a landscape of cork and olive trees, the
design concept is inspired by the vernacular
architecture of the Medieval villages of the
Evora. The exterior facade is made of cork, which
is both readily available, fully recyclable, and
highly insulating. Portugal is the second biggest
exporter of cork in the world, therefore the
designers wanted to promote the idea that cork
is a viable exterior facade material.
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MATERIALITY

INSPIRATION
Think smaller regarding space and cost.
Strive to be affordable,
more efficient.

greener, and

Provide flexible design.
Foster simplicity
struction.

and speed in con-

APPLICATION

Utilize prefabricated stackable sleeping pods
for campsites and festivals.
Design “storage container” like modules for
hotel facilities.
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MODULAR
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CAMPING
Sleeping accommodations at festivals and
campgrounds have many disadvantages, including
overpriced hotel rooms and uncomfortable
camping sites. Therefore, designers are looking to
modular design to provide a suitable alternative.

The B-and-Bee modular hexagonal sleeping
cells, designed by a team of Belgian Designers,
are the perfect camping substitute for festival
goers. They each contain a king-size bed that can
transform into a lounge seat, with storage space
underneath. Lockers, lights and a power supply
are also included in the larch wood-clad cells,
which can be stacked four high in a diagonal
line to accommodate 50 people on only 100 m2
of ground. The units can be setup quickly, in a
wide array of locations, and covers a very small
footprint. Roll-up fabric covers protect the
occupants from the elements, but can be secured
open to let in air or allow the users to watch
performances from inside.
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MODULAR

HOTEL
Stackable prefabricated units are quick and
inexpensive hospitality design solutions which
allow hotels accommodations to be built in any
location.

The Bayside Marian Hotel, by Japanese firm
Yasutaka Yoshimura Architects, is based on
the form of the shipping container. Since the
container look-alikes are prefabricated and
modular, they were able to go up with minimal
impact on the site, and damaged or weathered
pieces can be swapped out with no headache.
Located on the seaside of Yokohama, the cottages
are randomly placed on the site, allowing for
each residence to have different views. The units
are made up of two containers which are stacked
upon one another, allowing for roomy, lightfilled interiors. A rather spacious bathroom sits
right under the bedroom, making the most of the
compact suite.
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MODULAR

NATURE
INSPIRATION

Push the boundaries of structure and defy
gravity.
Activate and shape sensory

experience.

Strive to be iconic.
Desire to connect to the earth’s natural

elements.

APPLICATION

Look to natural elements for design concept
inspiration.
Incorporate Green walls into hotel design.
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NATURE
WATER
Designers look to the classic elements (earth,
water, air, and fire) to help create a peaceful,
spa-like hotel experience.

The Emperor Qianmen Hotel, designed by the
New York based firm ASAP, was once occupied
by a public bath in historic Beijing. The design
concept is therefore infused throughout with
water; from the pool cantilevered above the
rooftop, to the interior rainfall located in
the reception lobby. Water streams down to
an underground waterfall in the heart of a
hidden spa, while the guest rooms are themed
around different characteristics of water.
Most significantly, bathing was planned as a key
experience in every guest room, with each room
featuring an oversized bathroom and contain a
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large tub placed directly in the bedroom.
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NATURE
EARTH
Vertical gardens are a sustainable addition
that are being introduced into hotel design.
They reduce cooling and heating loads, produce
oxygen, absorb noise, and provide a habitat for
insects and birds in city centers.

The “Living Wall” that forms the corner of
London’s famous Anhenaeum Hotel was
designed by Patrick Blanc. Looming over Green
Park, it’s an eight-story anti-gravity forest
composed of 12,000 plants. It uses a “technotrellis” as the underlying structure, while a
custom irrigation system keeps the entire wall
moist with a fertilizer solution modeled after
the rainwater that trickles through forest
canopies. The living wall is viewable from the
building’s floor-to-ceiling windows in the lobby
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and throughout the hotel.
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THANK YOU
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All photos and content used with Permission
Designers featured:

• yasutaka yoshimura architects
• JVA architects
• LEAPfactory
• Kjellgren Kaminsky Architecture
• José Carlos Cruz – Arquitecto
• B and BEE
• ASAP
• Patrick Blanc
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